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DISCInfo is a small-sized and portable application that displays hardware information on IDE/SCSI devices. It is quite simple to work
with, since the program does not include complex settings. Since installation is not a requirement, you can drop the executable file
somewhere on the hard drive and click it to run. An alternative is to move DISCInfo to a USB flash disk or similar storage unit, in
order to run it on any machine seamlessly. An important factor to take into account is that the Windows Registry does not get new

entries, and files are not left behind on the HDD after removing the utility. The interface is made from a small, regular window with a
simple layout, where all you have to do is select the IDE/SCSI device from a drop-down menu to view the firmware version, vendor
specific data, read and write speed, along with extra information, such as current region set and drive region status. Furthermore, you
can display a summary and copy all details to the Clipboard, check out firmware updates and capabilities information, as well as save

the CD/DVD data to file for further scrutiny. The application has a minimal impact on computer performance, using a small amount of
CPU and RAM. It has a good refresh rate and doesn't cause the operating system to hang, crash or pop up error dialogs. Unfortunately,

DISCInfo has not been updated for a long time, and it is not supported by newer operating systems. What's new - Added driver for
OPC DataBank USB Driver. - Worked around a possible issue with Combo drives on Windows 10. - Added option to prevent display
of region/drive status. - Minor bugfixes. Vendors DISCInfo is distributed free of charge by the author: All of the author's software is
also available for free download from: Get in touch with the author: Release Notes Included versions: Release 1.2: - Fixed problem

with IDE/SCSI storage device registration. - Fixed problem with listing newer firmware on SCSI drives. Release 1.1: - Fixed problem
with OS X. - Small bugfixes. Release 1.0.0: - Initial Release. *** If you have some suggestions, please send them to me at: http
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The program is called "KeyMacro", which is an extremely simple utility that allows you to use keyboard shortcuts to change many of
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the options of your computer. Note that there is a full version and a trial version of this program. You must choose the trial version if
you need to install it on a computer that already has the full version on it. The full version of the program has more options, such as

saving the keystrokes, sorting them by category, etc. The utility allows you to define short cuts for three actions: 1. Opening a particular
program. 2. Exiting the particular program. 3. Starting a certain task. You can define combinations of up to four or six shortcuts and
assign one of the key combinations to any combination of actions. For example, you could assign the combination of Ctrl+Alt+F3 to
open "Dial-Up Networking Properties" in the Start Menu. Install and Uninstall: Run the setup.exe file to install the program. For an

easier installation, the program will provide a full-screen installer if you click on "Run Setup". To uninstall, delete the DISCInfo folder
from your computer or move it to the Recycle Bin. To prevent the deletion of the folder, move it to another folder. Program Features:

Displays all partitions on the IDE/SCSI drive Displays SCSI device information Displays an easy-to-use interface Saves all of the
settings to the registry Displays CD, DVD, and game disc data Saves Windows logon information to registry Prints the region set on the
DVD Tracks changes made to the Windows Registry Displays the IDE/SCSI manufacturer Sorts the entries by different criteria Lists

all shortcuts defined by the user Allows the user to use CD and DVD drives as standard USB ports Displays data for up to 100 different
IDE/SCSI devices Displays the BIOS version Saves all of the user-defined shortcuts to the registry Shows shortcuts in the context menu

Shows shortcuts on the Desktop Tracks hot keys to open other applications Backup and restore registry keys and values Displays
hotkeys in a new window Prints and saves hotkeys to file Shows the last used data settings Prints and saves the last used data settings to

file Starts and saves last opened folder from the path Prints and saves the 77a5ca646e
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System Requirements:

- NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 580 or better - Intel® Core™ i5-2500 or better - 2 GB or more of free video memory Recommended: -
NVIDIA® GeForce GTX 670 or better - Intel® Core™ i7-3770 or better - 4 GB or more of free video memory OS: Windows 7 64-bit
(SP1 or later) Windows 8 64-bit (SP1 or later) To prepare a Direct X 11 compatible system, it is
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